We report on the concept and realization of terahertz (THz) metallic/semiconductor cavities characterized by dimensions as small as λ eff /9 in all directions of space (or λ/30 with the vacuum wavelength). We experimentally prove that the capacitance and inductance of these devices are not interdependent, as in purely photonic cavities, but that they can be adjusted almost independently, as in an electronic circuit. This functionality proves that the dimensions of these hybrid electronic-photonic devices are intrinsically not limited by diffraction as in conventional photonic resonators. Using arguments from transmission line theory, we show that it is necessary to include at least one metallic loop in the cavity design to access this regime and we note, as a corollary, that some recent proposals to miniaturize THz resonators and devices beyond the diffraction limit do not meet this fundamental requirement. Our results shed a light on the ability to describe THz/metallic cavities in terms of circuit elements. Furthermore, upon insertion of electrical contacts, these extremely subwavelength resonators can potentially lead to advances in THz detectors and phased array antennas. Since metallic resonators carry a real electronic current, their size is not always constrained by the diffraction limit. Indeed some designs such as split ring resonators 8 and derivatives [1] [2] [3] can be considered as resonant circuits defined by an inductance L and a capacitance C (LC resonators). THz LC resonators, however, rely in general on planar geometries as current fabrication techniques are optimized for two-dimensional (2D) structures. In this planar configuration, the electromagnetic energy is concentrated in a small region in the resonator plane, and they are often designed to achieve high local fields to ensure strong interactions with their immediate environment. This strategy has been used to develop metamaterial-based modulators 1 and to explore devices in the strong-coupling regime between light and matter. 4 An important question is the possibility of importing this freedom from the diffraction limit into the realm of optoelectronic devices. Solving this problem is of fundamental and applied importance as it can lead to new operating principles and also enable applications. Semiconductor optoelectronic devices are typically fabricated in the vertical direction, with typical growths of a few microns using epitaxial techniques. Their artificially engineered nature has enabled, for instance, the development of lasers and detectors in difficult spectral ranges, such as quantum cascade (QC) lasers 9,10 and quantumwell infrared photodetectors (QWIP).
Since metallic resonators carry a real electronic current, their size is not always constrained by the diffraction limit. Indeed some designs such as split ring resonators 8 and derivatives [1] [2] [3] can be considered as resonant circuits defined by an inductance L and a capacitance C (LC resonators). THz LC resonators, however, rely in general on planar geometries as current fabrication techniques are optimized for two-dimensional (2D) structures. In this planar configuration, the electromagnetic energy is concentrated in a small region in the resonator plane, and they are often designed to achieve high local fields to ensure strong interactions with their immediate environment. This strategy has been used to develop metamaterial-based modulators 1 and to explore devices in the strong-coupling regime between light and matter. 4 An important question is the possibility of importing this freedom from the diffraction limit into the realm of optoelectronic devices. Solving this problem is of fundamental and applied importance as it can lead to new operating principles and also enable applications. Semiconductor optoelectronic devices are typically fabricated in the vertical direction, with typical growths of a few microns using epitaxial techniques. Their artificially engineered nature has enabled, for instance, the development of lasers and detectors in difficult spectral ranges, such as quantum cascade (QC) lasers 9, 10 and quantumwell infrared photodetectors (QWIP). 11 The aforementioned planar LC resonators do not suit these applications, as the former mostly operate in TE (transverse-electric) polarization, which does not couple with the gain medium of a QC laser or a QWIP detector that function in TM (transverse magnetic) polarization.
THz semiconductor devices mostly rely on metal-metal geometries. The active region (AR) is sandwiched between two metallic planes, ensuring operation in TM polarization, very good field confinement within the AR, 5 and a vertical size that can be deeply subwavelength [12] [13] [14] [15] thanks to the lack of frequency cutoff for TM modes. However, the longitudinal size of cavities obtained with this architecture (patch cavities 16 or transmission line resonators 17 ) is constrained by the diffraction limit, as intuitively shown in Fig. 1(a) . It is not possible to implement patch cavities smaller than λ eff /2 in all three dimensions (λ eff is the wavelength within the active semiconducting region), and their resonance frequency can be tuned only via their lateral size. 13 These limitations arise because patch resonators are true photonic cavities, sustaining oscillations solely due to the time-varying electromagnetic field between the two conductors (the ∂D/∂t term in the Ampère-Maxwell equation). 18 Recently there have been proposals to convert the patch cavities of active THz devices into diffraction-free LC resonators, either by keeping a planar geometry [19] [20] [21] or by adopting a fully three-dimensional (3D) design. 22 However, some of these demonstrations were made with devices having a size comparable to half the wavelength, thus still in the diffraction limit. Furthermore, none of these works have shown that inductance and capacitance can be tuned separately as in an electronic circuit. The importance of answering these questions goes beyond a simple proof-of-principle. The development of truly hybrid electronic-photonic resonatorsthanks to their subwavelength size-would enable practical devices. Examples are THz detectors with negligible dark current (since this latter scales with the device dimension), and also electronic-circuit tunable lasers.
In this Rapid Communication we demonstrate that only structures incorporating an inductance via at least one metallic loop can be endowed with the functionalities of a resonant electronic circuit, i.e., (i) truly subwavelength dimensions in all directions of space, and (ii) possibility of setting the resonance frequency by an independent capacitive/inductive load. The excitation of the fundamental resonance is mediated by a real electric current in the antenna, freeing the device from the diffraction limit. Equivalently, the hybrid resonator can be seen as a loop antenna with a capacitive load formed by the two metallic plates.
In the case of QCL-and QWIP-compatible cavities (i.e., structures derived from the patch geometry) the addition of a metallic loop requires a three-dimensional design. Figure 1 (c) shows the scheme for such a hybrid resonator. The geometry is reminiscent of vertical split ring resonators developed for metamaterials 23 (or shorted patch cavities used in microwave engineering 24, 25 ): It can be seen as a closed-loop antenna [ Fig. 1(b) ] with a capacitive load. Figure 2 summarizes the realized resonators. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) display a typical patch cavity which is used as a reference photonic device. The other panels show the schematics and corresponding SEM images of the new hybrid structures. In all this work, the core of the cavities is epitaxial undoped GaAs. Note that the hybrid resonators' 3D architecture is obtained with simple steps based on 2D lithography. 26 For each device family, different diameters have been implemented. The electrical connection between the opposing metallic plates-which is also the antenna, see Fig. 1 (c)-forces the energy exchange via an electronic current. The fundamental resonance is now the configuration where the plates have electric charges with opposite signs [scheme in Fig. 1(c) ], i.e., the electric field distribution has no nodal lines.
The principle of frequency tuning is also highlighted in Fig. 2 : Adding a loop to the circuit increases the antenna inductance, with almost no effect on the capacitance. All dimensions equal, the two-loop resonator will therefore have a lower operating frequency owing to the increased inductance. It is also possible to act on the capacitance, as shown in Fig. 2(g ): An increase in device thickness leads to a capacitance reduction, hence blue shifting the resonator frequency. This principle is supported by a simple model given in the Supplemental Material. 26 The characteristic resonances of the system can be probed by reflectivity experiments. 13 The measurements were performed with a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR) and a THz time-domain spectroscopy setup 27 (for frequencies below 1.5 THz). Owing to the spot size of the THz beam that is much larger than individual resonators, we fabricated arrays of closely spaced cavities intercepting the full section of the beam to maximize the contrast of the reflectivity measurements. Figure 3 (a) describes the experimental geometry. The period is largely subwavelength to forbid all the diffractive orders except the 0th-order reflection. The sample bears geometrical similarities with metamaterials, 23 but we emphasize that our purpose is to engineer the resonant properties of the individual unit cell, and not the effective material properties that may arise at the macroscopic scale. We would not obtain more information measuring one single device. Figure 3(b) shows the spectra obtained on the hybrid resonators of Fig. 2(h) (3-μm thick, two loops) , for five different diameters, from 7 to 14 μm. Measuring devices with different diameters is useful to follow the resonances, hence simplifying their identification. The black curve (7 μm diameter)-acquired with a FTIR spectrometer-permits us to probe the full 1.5-9 THz range. Two resonances are observed. The lower frequency dip (f ≈ 2.6 THz) corresponds to the fundamental oscillation mode, whose electric field distribution [z component, see inset of Fig. 3(b) ] has no nodal lines. 22 This mode, thanks to the current loop, has a net magnetic moment along the y direction so it couples, even at normal incidence, with electromagnetic waves with a nonzero magnetic field component along the y axis. Fig. 2(h) and diameters ranging from 7 to 14 μm. The smallest structure has been measured using an FTIR interferometer. The other curves were obtained with a THz TDS setup. 27 The data are vertically offset to highlight the resonance position. The reflectivity baseline is ≈0.9 for all devices. Insets: Simulated cross section of the vertical component of the electric field for the fundamental mode (left) and the first higher-order mode, i.e., the dipolar resonance also excited in standard patch cavities (right). The field patterns have been computed using commercial code. patch cavities corresponding to the λ eff /2 condition, where λ eff is the wavelength inside the material. The electric field distribution features a nodal line, hence the charge oscillation takes place within each opposing plate, and the lateral electrical connection plays no role.
The other data in Fig. 3 (b) are acquired with a THz-TDS setup, whose useful bandwidth can extend to lower frequencies, from ∼0.3 to ∼4 THz, and is thus ideally adapted to probe the lower frequency resonances. The fundamental resonance can be followed, down to ≈1 THz for a d = 14 μm cavity, which corresponds to λ eff /6 confinement. The higher frequency dipolar resonance is cut off by the bandwidth of the TDS system, except for the largest resonator (∼3.4 THz, purple curve). to the wavelength (100 to 400 μm) leads to substantial field penetration in the metallic regions, and thus to loss. Such losses are however not incompatible with lasing, as demonstrated in Ref. 12 .
A summary of all the reflectivity measurements is reported in Fig. 4 , which is the core result of the paper. It reports the wavelength of the modes of all the resonators as a function of cavity diameters d (green, blue, and red symbols). The dark yellow dotted line marks the diffraction limit of photonic resonators (λ eff = 2d). The measured fundamental magnetic resonances (full green, blue, and red symbols) largely break this limit: A maximum confinement up to λ eff /9 in all the three dimensions 28 is obtained in the case of the two-loop/1-μm-thick device. The effective volumes achievable are also record low: The d = 14 μm and 1-μm-thick two-loop device operates at λ ≈ 450 μm, which corresponds to an effective volume V eff = 6 × 10 −4 (λ/2n eff ) 3 . The fundamental frequency of the hybrid resonators is set by the external circuit. The difference between green and blue symbols mainly stems from an inductance increase since only a current loop is added to the hybrid resonators. Two-loop devices are found to operate at lower frequencies, correctly following the f ∼ 1/(LC) 1/2 rule of LC circuits. In turn, the difference between blue and red symbols mainly originates from a capacitance decrease of a factor of 3 (the active region thickness is increased from 1 to 3 μm). This leads to a frequency increase of ∼ √ 3, which is correctly experimentally measured.
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These results are in strong contrast with the dipolar modes (open color symbols in Fig. 4) -the standard ground state eigenvalues of purely photonic resonators 13 -that are strictly constrained by the diffraction limit (with n GaAs = 3.6) and therefore lay on the λ eff /2 line independently of cavity type or active-core thickness.
We have experimentally demonstrated that these resonators do indeed possess two key functionalities of an electronic oscillator: extremely subwavelength size and frequency set by a circuit. Furthermore, they ensure a very good field confinement within the AR, necessary for device applications. We now argue that a three-dimensional design is necessary to create hybrid electronic-photonic patch cavities. To this end, we compare their properties with a seemingly related design which has been used in QC lasers and QED-polaritonic experiments. [19] [20] [21] The cavity geometry of Refs. 19-21 is made of two small conducting patches connected in the same plane by a thin metallic wire. In this design, a current loop can form between the ground and top planes through the displacement currents ∂D/∂t only. The system can thus also be seen as a combination of inductive elements (the top metallic surfaces) and capacitive regions (the gaps between the conducting patches and the ground plane). To verify whether such a combination of L and C components is free from the diffraction limit, we have compiled the resonance frequency of the experimental samples of Refs. 19-21 (as extracted from the figures) as a function of their longitudinal size (black symbols in Fig. 4 ). The figure shows that all the cavities are parallel to the λ eff /2 line, independent of the sample thickness and/or patch shapes (squares, rounds, half-rounds). In other words, they seem to support purely photonic modes.
Before commenting on this behavior, we note that these structures are composed of two coplanar metallic sheets, and therefore they are equivalent to a finite length of transmission line [ Fig. 1(a) ]. If fringing fields effects are neglected, the ground state resonance of transmission line resonators can be approximated as
Since the fundamental theorem of transmission lines 17 links inductance (L ) and capacitance (C ) per unit length (L ·C = 1/c 2 , where c is the speed of light), they cannot be independently adjusted. Quick algebra using Eq. (1) shows that this constrains the device to the diffraction limit (Fig. 4 , dark yellow dotted line). In this sense, these cavities are not fundamentally different from standard patch resonators. To corroborate this claim, we have also added on Fig. 4 the characteristics of a few patch cavities considered in the recent literature 13 : These structures also follow the λ eff /2 line, as expected. 29 The hybrid resonators of Fig. 3 -thanks to their 3D character-bypass this fundamental constraint and effectively disentangle capacitance and inductance because transmission line theory and its fundamental theorem cited above only applies to topologies equivalent to the parallel plate geometry. Their behavior can be inferred with the well known formula from antenna theory:
with Z ant as the antenna complex impedance, and Z * load as the complex conjugate of the load impedance 16 [ Fig. 1(c) ]. The imaginary part of Eq. (2) yields the resonance frequency and essentially reduces to an LC model. Given the extreme compactness of the resonators, it is difficult to precisely assign inductance and capacitance values (they lie approximately in the pH and f F ranges, respectively). While beyond the scope of this work, we nevertheless propose a basic model in Supplemental Material. 26 It yields a qualitative agreement with the trend of the experimental data, confirming the main results of this Rapid Communication.
Finally, one can wonder why the distinction between planar and three-dimensional geometries does not apply at higher frequencies. It is known that parallel metallic cut wires can act as highly subwavelength LC resonators in optics. 30 The difference arises from the dielectric function of metals at high frequencies. Regardless of their geometry, metallic wires at optical frequencies support localized surface plasmon resonances with deep subwavelength confinement. But at THz frequencies, very far from the plasma frequency, it is the topology which sets the physical length of the device, while the material parameters play a very minor role.
The hybrid resonators presented in this work can lead to applications for lasers and detectors: Their size can be defined by design, acting on the electronic section of the resonator which behaves as an antenna element. A wide variety of antennas (dipoles, butterfly, broadband) is available to target specific applications. In combination with detector active regions, this can lead to THz QWIP detectors with extremely small dark currents. Predicting and optimizing the emissive properties of these devices using formalism based on complex impedances would be a major step forward and represents one of the immediate perspectives of this work.
